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II Quantum Technologies. The future is now



At the II Quantum Congress-Fair you 
will have the opportunity to showcase 
the latest innovations in quantum 
technologies, positioning your company 
as an innovation leader in this field. 
You will be able to promote and launch 
your solutions in a dynamic and global 
marketplace, as well as keep up to date 
with innovation trends.

We are in the second quantum 
revolution, which consists of the total 
control of quantum mechanics to 
develop quantum systems engineering 
and where the processing of quantum 
information is particularly complex. The II 
Quantum Congress-Fair promoted by 
secpho and QBN will present the latest 
advances in quantum technologies in 
the fields of communication, computing, 
simulation, sensors and metrology, and 
their application using photons, electrons, 
atoms or molecules. 

This fair will be held in secpholand, an 
innovative virtual platform that blends 
the benefits of a professional network 
with those of an immersive 3D virtual 
environment, where you can easily find 
contacts and connect with customers, 
partners and experts in technological 
innovation. It will make you feel as if you 
were attending a physical event, while 
you have detailed information about the 
visitors and their organisations at all times 
to ensure high quality networking with 
the most relevant participants.

II Quantum 
Technologies. 

The future is now

Be part of the awakening of a knowledge 
that will change everything 
An immersive virtual experience in which to discover the latest applications of 

quantum technologies.



As much exhibition area as you 
can imagine to host the innovative 
technologies applied to snart cities.

Participants will be able to 
automatically schedule meetings 
with each other and will have voice 
chatrooms in the format of tables 
available for conversations.
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The virtual auditorium will 
host the best speakers to 
present their cutting-edge 
quantum technologies.

Virtual areas with different 
capacities to attend your 
private meetings.
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4 VENUES IN 1
to grow 

your business



Attendee
VIRTUAL AVATAR
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SIGN UP HERE

Attendance at this event is free for members of the QBN and secpho 
ecosystems and costs €99 for early-birds (before 31/12) or €199 for 
non-members (after 31/12). To register, please click the following button:

https://www.secpho.org/en/agenda/ii-quantum-congress/#registration


Members of QBN or secpho Non-members

Early-bird Registration
(until 31 Dec 2021)

Regular 
Registration

Early-bird Registration
(until 31 Dec 2021)

Regular 
Registration

420€ * 695€ * 1060€ * 1250€ *

Stand with privileged location and fully decorated with the brand image.

* VAT not included

Premium service for 3D device design: 200€/device

Exhibitor
VIRTUAL STAND
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        Decoration and furniture

1 Counter with business card collection software

2 Screen to share PDF or video presentations

2 Exclusive meeting armchairs for 2 people

2 Decorative plants

        Included services

Detailed visitor and contact analytics

B2b matchmaking software for client meetings

All panels are clickable and allow you to include links to websites or addi-
tional documents. 

        Special tickets and invitations

3 Exhibitor passes

30 Invitations to share with customers

        Marketing and communication elements

Inclusion of the logo on the event’s website

Brand inclusion with link to your website in the event’s newsletter

Mention of the brand’s participation in social media

Special terms and 
conditions

The technical team of II Quantum 
Congress-Fair will design the stand 
with the graphic material provided by 
the exhibiting company.

The information uploaded to the 
stand must be finalised three weeks 
prior to the event and cannot be 
modified once it has been approved 
by the company.

REQUEST MORE INFO

https://secpho.typeform.com/to/MenSigfG


Speaker’s guide

To ensure a smooth presentation,
the secpho team of II Quantum 
Congress-Fair will help you to 
familiarise yourself witjh the platform 
and perform technical tests prior to 
the event to check technical aspects 
of presentation, audio, camera, etc. 
and support during the event. 

The event has an international scope 
so the language of the presentation 
will be English. There is no stipulated 
template for the presentation, you 
can use your own corporate one. 

The presentation format should be 
PDF with 16:9 dimensions. If you 
wish to show a video, please share 
the video file with us by 8/11 so we 
can upload it onto a side screen.

The presentation slides should be 
uploaded to the platform before the 
event, so you should provide us with 
your slides no later than Monday 
23/01/22 by 12pm at the very latest.

Members of QBN or secpho Non-members

Early-bird Registration
(until 31 Dec 2021)

Regular 
Registration

Early-bird Registration
(until 31 Dec 2021)

Regular 
Registration

75€ * 125€ * 275€ * 195€ *

Presentation fees

* VAT not included
REQUEST MORE INFO

Speaker
VIRTUAL PRESENTATION
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What do we offer?
Mention in the agenda published on the event’s website.

Individualised promotion campaign in social media channels, with 
information, photo of the speaker and brand logo.

10-15 minutes presentation (depending on agenda block).

List of event participants and b2b matchmaking platform.

“You develop fascinating science 
and technology, we help you to 
make them known to the world.

“The perfect place to present your 
capabilities and technologies with 
the maximum dissemination.

https://secpho.typeform.com/to/Fj4quXVh


Special terms and 
conditions

The technical team of II Quantum 
Congress-Fair will design the stand 
with the graphic material provided by 
the exhibiting company.

The information uploaded to the 
stand must be finalised three weeks 
prior to the event and cannot be 
modified once it has been approved 
by the company.

Members of QBN or secpho Non-members

Early-bird Registration
(until 31 Dec 2021)

Regular 
Registration

Early-bird Registration
(until 31 Dec 2021)

Regular 
Registration

560€ * 870€ * 1680€ * 2150€ *

Stand with premium location and fully decorated with the brand image.

* VAT not included

REQUEST MORE INFO

Premium service for 3D device design: 200€/device

Technological Sponsor
VIRTUAL STAND & MORE VISIBILITY
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        Decoration and furniture

1 Counter with business card collection software

2 Screen to share PDF or video presentations

2 Exclusive meeting armchairs for 2 people

2 Decorative plants

        Included services

Detailed visitor and contact analytics

B2b matchmaking software for client meetings

All panels are clickable and allow you to include links to websites or addi-
tional documents. 

        Special tickets and invitations

5 Exhibitor passes

50 Invitations to share with customers

        Marketing and communication elements

Opening key-note speech at the event

Advertising banner next to the stage

Inclusion of brand logo on the event website

Brand inclusion with link to your website in the event’s newsletter

Mention of the brand's participation in social media

Appearance of the stand with brand logo in the fair’s video summary 

https://secpho.typeform.com/to/MenSigfG


Special terms and 
conditions

The secpho team will accompany
End User Sponsors, through a
challenge approach process,
in defining the requirements of a
technological challenge.

Subsequently, through a tech
scouting process, the cluster team
will work on this challenge with its
ecosystem to detect technologies
and capabilities that can provide
a response. With the entities that
present possible solutions to the
challenge an Innovation Workshop
will be held.

The technical team of the II Quantum 
Congress-Fair will prepare the
workshop room at secpholand to
organise a debate on the proposed
challenges. Within the event
programme there will be a block
dedicated to the workshop.

During the workshop there will be a
dynamisation service provided by
the secpho team and support from

REQUEST MORE INFO

End user sponsor
INNOVATION WORKSHOP
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Included services 

The End User Sponsor will be able to participate in the event free of charge.
The only condition for participation is to make a presentation of 2 technological
nnovation challenges in a 1.5 hour workshop held in the virtual workshop
room, where a debate moderated by specialists will be conducted with the aim
of generating collaborative innovation projects.
The Innovation Workshops are aimed at deepening the technical knowledge
of technological challenges presented by end users from the industry. The aim
of the sessions is to discuss the different options to address these challenges
through collaborative innovation projects. These are technical innovation mee-
tings
moderated by experts, with a proven and very effective methodology for
groups of up to a maximum of 30 people.

Marketing and communication elements

Inclusion of advertising banner on hangar walls

Inclusion of the logo highlighted on the event website

Inclusion of the brand with a link to its website in the event’s Newsletter

Mention of the brand’s participation in social media channels
Presentation of 2 innovation challenges at the workshop

https://secpho.typeform.com/to/MenSigfG


II Quantum Technologies. The future is now

The perfect place to showcase your technological 
innovations solving the current challenges

by facing the industry of tomorrow.

Join the quantum revolution!

Sabine Runge
sabine.runge@secpho.org

Tel. (+34) 93 783 36 64

Johannes Verst 
j.verst@quantumbusinessnetwork.de

Tel. (+49) 89 9545 9079


